
Jiang Zemin's Signature Book is Evidence of His Human Rights Violations 
of Coercion and Deception 

[Minghui Net] The million-signature drive launched by Jiang Zemin is his confession to the 
suppression of Chinese human rights. His brutal persecution and trampling of Chinese human 
rights are accounted elaborately in the motives, excuses, and approaches of this campaign.  

The motive of the campaign is to find an excuse to defend and continue the malicious persecution 
of Falun Gong practitioners and to escape the just condemnation from international society. Since 
July 20, 1999, Jiang's persecution of Falun Gong has not only deprived millions of people of the 
right to cultivate and to believe in "Truthfulness, Compassion, and Tolerance," but has also 
mentally and physically persecuted countless Falun Gong practitioners using all kinds of fascist 
tortures. Hundreds of people have been illegally sentenced to jail terms. Thousands of people 
have been held in mental hospitals destroyed with drugs. Tens of thousands of people have been 
detained in labor camps with inhumane treatments. Over one hundred people have been tortured 
to death. From the day the persecution started, the upright and kind-hearted people around the 
world, various governments, and international organizations have been vehemently condemning 
and strongly protesting Jiang Zemin and his followers. This time, Jiang Zemin is shipping the 
"million-signature" book, which was achieved with coercive and deceptive means, to Geneva to 
block condemnation from the international society. Isn't this act his unsought confession and 
voluntary surrender?  

The excuse of the campaign is the farce of the so-called "protecting human rights" staged by 
Jiang Zemin and his followers, which makes use of the self-immolation in Tiananmen Square. A 
government that encourages "Torturing [Falun Gong practitioners] will not be punished by law," 
"Torturing [Falun Gong practitioners] to death is counted as having done nothing," and "[A Falun 
Gong practitioner] being tortured to death is counted as having committed suicide" is declaring 
China at its "best time of human rights." It is not at all surprising to see such a violent dictator 
using all vicious means to advertise his human rights. The "self-immolation in Tiananmen Square" 
has led the international society to pay widespread attention and caused all kinds of probing. 
Although the Chinese government is unable to make a good case for itself and refuses an 
independent investigation from a third party, the world will one day know the truth it has 
concealed. At the "best time for Chinese human rights" which Jiang Zemin advertises, the tragic 
immolation happened 17 months after the persecution started. Isn't this exposing Jiang Zemin 
and his followers' complete disregard for human lives? There are people practicing Falun Gong in 
over 40 countries around the world. Why isn't there any drastic incident from practitioners in those 
countries, not to mention self-immolation? Why do the immolation incidents keep happening in 
China, where it has failed the brutal persecution of Falun Gong but is unwilling to resign to 
defeat?  

The approach of the signature collection is the same as the notorious practices used in political 
movements, such as the Great Cultural Revolution. Everybody must examine his conduct, make 
self-criticisms, and declare his position. They first deceive, induce, and threaten people, and then 
they ask people to sign their malicious petition. Under Jiang's dictatorship, people live in lengthy 
and tedious lies. The entire propaganda of persecution of Falun Gong is a script of lies. More 
than 1.2 billion people have been deprived of the right to know the truth of Falun Gong and to 
speak out truthfully.  

In order to drag more people into the evil mire, Jiang Zemin imposed political pressure at all 
levels, and forced some Chinese to become the tool of persecuting other Chinese. If one refuses 
to sign, he would be fined, and even be accused as "anti-Party and anti-government." In order to 
attain his goal, Jiang doesn't even spare the students who are still budding. This makes people 
feel that the great criticism campaign of the Great Cultural Revolution has returned, in which 
elementary students had to also "denounce by speech and writing and go to the battle field. All 



the schools in China force students to watch the brutal shots of self-immolation, which the 
persecutors scripted and directed. Then they force children to sign the petition to declare their 
position. Those who make children's kindness vanish, and ruin children's standard of right and 
wrong are too reprehensible.  

Some regions even exchange T-shirts for signatures. From the viewpoint of people in civilized 
society, this is a clear insult to human integrity and trampling of human rights.  

Behind Jiang Zemin's book of a "million signatures," every word shows the suppression of truth, 
and protests with tears of blood about Jiang's arbitrarily treading of people's souls and wills. It is 
people's consciences that were deceived by Jiang Zemin, and unwitting surrender of people who 
didn't know the truth. It represents the endless sins of those who help the tyrant to do evil. It is 
Jiang's confession of suppression of Chinese human rights, and is an exceptional voluntary 
criminal confession to the Geneva UN Human Rights Meeting.  
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